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Abstract. Reliable cross-sections for electron-molecule collisions are urgently needed for numerical model-
ing of various processes important from technological point of view. Unfortunately, a significant progress in
theory and experiment over the last decade is not usually accompanied by the convergence of cross-sections
measured at different laboratories and calculated with different methods. Moreover the most advanced con-
temporary theories involve such large basis sets and complicated equations that they are not easily applied
to each specific molecule for which data are needed. For these reasons the search for semi-empirical indica-
tions in angular and energy dependencies of scattering cross-section becomes important. In this paper we
make a brief review of the applicability of the Born-dipole approximation for elastic, rotational, vibrational
and ionization processes that can occur during electron-molecule collisions. We take into account the most
recent experimental findings as the reference points.
1 Introduction
Cross sections for electron scattering on atoms and
molecules are the input data for modeling plasmas in
thermonuclear reactors [1,2], interstellar media [3] and
plasma etching [4]. Extensive sets of cross sections in a
wide energy range, from few ten of eV to thousand eV,
are needed also for predicting radiation damage in bio-
logical tissues [5]. Required data comprise the total cross
sections which measure the overall scattering probability
and the partial cross sections, i.e. probabilities of separate
channels such as production of specific ions.
Knowledge of every different processes is essential in
specific fields. In radiation damage these are ionization
processes (total ionization cross section that gives infor-
mation on the amount of low-energy electrons produced)
and dissociative attachment processes at near-to-zero en-
ergy (decisive for the DNA cutting [5]). In plasma etch-
ing, instead, partial ionization and dissociation into radi-
cal cross sections (and channels via which they undergo)
are essential. For tokamak plasma diagnostics these are
electronic excitation and optical emission cross sections,
while for energy transport and cooling – vibrational and
rotational cross sections are needed.
Total cross sections are the easiest to be measured in
absolute way via attenuation method. But only in some
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gases, for example CH4, agreement between different mea-
surements is good, so recommended values with as little
as 5% uncertainty can be drawn [6]. For polar molecules
such as H2O and NH3 serious disagreements, up to few
folds, exists between different experiments at low ener-
gies. This is due to the forward-centered scattering on a
long-range dipole potential, so the angular resolution error
(see for example Ref. [7]) underestimates measured total
cross section. The difficulty stays in the evaluation of the
small-angle contribution to this scattering.
Vibrational excitation, in particular via resonant pro-
cesses is an important channel of thermonuclear plasma
cooling at few eV energy range. However, as we showed for
CH4 [6,8] a rather serious disagreement exists between dif-
ferent theories and experiments. Some independent eval-
uations are still needed.
In this paper we study briefly the applicability of
the Born-dipole approximation (also known as the first
Born approximation) to elastic, rotational, vibrational and
ionization scattering channels for electron collisions with
polar molecules taking into account the most recent ex-
perimental findings. This approximation refers to weak
scattering (i.e. a feeble interaction between electron and
target) and it is generally assumed to be valid at high inci-
dent energies (applicable for electronic excitation, dissoci-
ation, ionization) or at energy thresholds of inelastic pro-
cesses (rotational and vibrational excitations) where the
electron-molecule collisions are dominated by long-range
forces [9,10]. In addition a low energy-low angle elastic
interaction with strongly polar targets is also considered
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as the domain of Born approximation. Since the time of
its formulation [9,10] the Born-dipole models have been
derived for different processes and compared with exper-
iments and theories. Sometimes this approximation was
found to be enough good and sometimes was judged as
completely wrong. Moreover in some cases it gives bet-
ter agreement with experiments than more advanced (less
approximative) calculations. So far, except general condi-
tions, little is known about the specific factors deciding
on the validity of this approximation for particular tar-
gets and scattering channels because no systematic stud-
ies on this issue have been carried out and the literature
data are very scattered. Only recently, Tanaka et al. [11]
made a compact review of scaled plane-wave Born models
used for a description of optically allowed electronic-state
excitations.
Since the uncertainty estimates in theoretical calcula-
tions is currently an important issue [12], particularly for
plasma modelling purposes, here we give the Born cross-
sections with error bars assuming some uncertainties on
the fundamental molecular quantities involved in the Born
formulas for different partial processes. The goal is to show
how the changes in some molecular parameters affect the
tested models.
2 Elastic scattering
The angular dependence of elastic differential cross-
sections (DCSel) for majority of polar molecules can be
clearly divided into two parts: (i) a high-angle scatter-
ing (typically higher than 10◦), which is governed by the
short-range forces and (ii) the low-angle scattering (typi-
cally lower than 10◦) driven by the long-range effects due
to electron-permanent dipole interaction. The competi-
tion between both types of interaction is energy-dependent
with the importance of long-range forces extending over
wider angular range with decreasing electron energy. Con-
sequently, low-energy DCS are strongly forward-centered.
From theoretical point of view, the presence of the dipo-
lar interaction is troublesome since the forward scattering
amplitude is diverging for any electron energy in the fixed-
nuclei approximation and rotations has to be taken into
account to make this quantity finite. The recent review
paper by Fabrikant [13] describes in details advances in
theoretical approaches undertaking this problem.
Experimentally it is also difficult to characterize DCS
for polar molecules, particularly at low scattering angles,
due to the finite acceptance angle of detectors. Neverthe-
less the most recent experimental studies using improved
experimental systems show that low-angle and low-energy
elastic DCSs can be well described in the first Born ap-
proximation (considering the incoming electron wave func-
tion to be weakly perturbed by the target molecule what
is true when the scattering occurs at large distances) and
treating the molecule as the fixed point-dipole. Under such
approximations Altshuler [14] derived a simple formula for




(1 − cos θ)−1, (1)
Fig. 1. Elastic differential cross-sections versus the scat-
tering angle at low energies for (a) water vapour, H2O,
(b) chloromethane, CH3Cl, (c) isobutanol, C4H9OH, and (d)
acetaldehyde, CH3CHO: the comparison between experimen-
tal data and the Born-dipole model (Eq. (1)). Experiments:
Khakoo et al. [15,16], Navarro et al. [19], Shi et al. [20], Fedus
et al. [21] and Gauf et al. [22]. The shaded areas represent the
error bars for the Born cross-sections when 10% uncertainties
are assumed on the molecular dipole moments.
where k is the incident electron momentum, D is the per-
manent dipole moment of the molecule and θ is the scat-
tering angle. As mentioned above, since no rotations are
included, the DCS diverges at θ = 0◦, but it is well be-
haved for θ = 0◦. For example, Khakoo et al. [15,16] no-
ticed a very good agreement in shape and magnitude be-
tween the measured values of low-angle DCSs of H2O and
the pure Born-dipole approximation (D = 1.85 D [17,18])
below E = 4 eV (see Fig. 1a). Note that at 1 eV equa-
tion (1) remains consistent with experimental data up to
130◦! The similar situation, but less pronounced, is ob-
served for other polar molecules which were character-
ized at 1 eV or lower energies: chloromethane (CH3Cl,
D = 1.89 D [18]), isobutanol (C4H9OH, D = 1.66 D [18])
and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO, D = 2.71 D [18]) as shown
in Figures 1b–1d. The common feature for all these tar-
gets is the fact that with increasing energy the forward
peak of DCS is confined in narrower angular range [19–22].
This behavior reflects the increasing influence of the short-
range interactions, as the energy increases.
It is necessary to mention that all experimental data
points shown in Figure 1 contain the contribution of both
elastic and rotationally inelastic scattering because the ex-
periments are not able to distinguish between the two.
Crawford [23] using the model of rotating rigid dipole (see
equations in Sect. 3) showed that in the limit of high mo-
ments of inertia (i.e. for very small momentum transfer
between electron and molecule) the cross-sections summed
over all final rotational states and averaged over all popu-
lated initial states are reduced to the relations derived in
the stationary point-dipole approximation. Hence equa-
tion (1) should be valid when molecules have very small
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energy level spacing between rotational states with respect
to the energy of incident electron. The validity conditions
for this approximation are still to be determined for the
specific targets.
The integration of equation (1) over the entire angular
range allows to derive a formula for a momentum transfer
cross-sections (MTCS): σelmt =
∫ π
0 DCS ·(1−cos θ) sin θdθ,
the quantity important in modeling of transport phenom-





Crawford [23] showed that exactly the same expression can
be derived for MTCS (summed over all final states and
averaged over initial rotational states) within the model
of rotating rigid dipole in the limit of high moments of
inertia. Moreover he stated that at “sufficiently” low en-
ergies this expression could be a very good approximation
to exact solutions of the model for any polar molecule
regardless of its size, shape and symmetry. Similar con-
clusion was reached by Christophorou et al. [4,24] who
suggested that equation (2) could be used as a first es-
timate of MTCS at near thermal energies in the absence
of accurate direct measurements. In Figure 2 this equa-
tion is plotted against swarm-derived MTCS for H2O, NH3
(D = 1.47 D [18]) and CHF3 (D = 1.65 D [18]). The agree-
ment between Born-dipole approach and swarm-derived
data has to be judged as good below 1 eV. Note however
that MTCS shown in Figure 2 are not free of errors since
they are derived through a complicated numerical analysis
of Boltzmann transport equation using the experimentally
determined electron transport coefficients as the input
data. Moreover the numerical determination of MTCS is
not unique in swarm analysis since different cross-sectional
datasets can be constructed to reproduce the same set
of experimentally measured coefficients, see discussion by
Nakamura [25]. Ambiguity of such determination is clearly
visible for H2O, where completely different MTCSs were
proposed by different authors, see reference [26] for more
details. Here we show that for the latter molecule the
Born-dipole approach agrees with swarm-derived cross-
sections provided by Hayashi [27] and Pack et al. [28].
It is an interesting result since the full representation of
Hayashi’s cross section [27] for all partial processes does
not include explicitly rotational cross sections. Rotations
are expected to be very important for H2O since their con-
tribution to total scattering was estimated to be 75% at
200 meV, see reference [29] and references therein. In other
words, the Hayashi’s MTCS describes rather an “effective”
(rotationally summed) momentum transfer than pure elas-
tic one. On the other hand Yousfi and Benabdessadok [26]
proposed the representation of cross sections for H2O that
includes explicitly the rotational excitation (the latter cal-
culated within the Born approximation). Consequently,
his pure elastic MTCS (see Fig. 2a) are much lower than
Hayashi’s dataset and it does not follow the Born-dipole
model, since the latter describes a rotationally summed
elastic scattering.
The similar description should be also valid for NH3,
but this time the “effective” and pure elastic MTCSs
Fig. 2. Momentum transfer cross-section versus electron
energy for (a) water vapour, H2O, (b) ammonia, NH3, and
(c) fluoroform, CHF3 for E < 1 eV: the comparison between
swarm-derived data and the Born-dipole model (Eq. (2)).
Experiments: Hayashi [27], Pack et al. [28], Yousfi and
Benabdessadok [26], Kushner and Zhang [30], Bordage and
Segur [31] and Kawaguchi et al. [32]. The shaded areas rep-
resent the error bars for the Born cross-sections when 10%
uncertainties are assumed on the molecular dipole moments.
by Hayashi [27] and Yousfi and Benabdessadok [26], re-
spectively, are in relatively good agreement (see Fig. 2b).
This could be explained by much lower contribu-
tion of rotational excitations derived by Yousfi and
Benabdessadok [26] to the overall scattering when com-
pared to pure elastic effect in considered energy range.
This follows the same line as result obtained by Jones
et al. [29] who estimated the contribution of rotational
scattering to total cross-sections (TCS) of NH3 to be
roughly constant at 45% between 500 and 30 meV, hence
lower than for H2O.
For CHF3 all three considered datasets in Figure 2c,
Kushner and Zhang [30], Bordage and Segur [31] and
Kawaguchi et al. [32], represent an “effective” MTCS
(no rotations in full representation of CS) explaining
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a relatively good agreement with the Born-dipole model. It
is clear that more extensive comparative study is necessary
to validate equation (2). In particular the data from elec-
tron beam experiments at low (thermal) energies would
be valuable.
Unfortunately, the similar closure formula to equa-
tion (2) cannot be derived analytically for integral cross-
section of elastic (or rotationally summed elastic) process




DCS · sin θdθ = ∞.
3 Rotational excitations
It is generally assumed that rotational excitations play
an important role in low-energy electron interaction with
polar molecules. Unfortunately, the excitation energies as-
sociated to rotational levels are so low and the angular dis-
tribution of scattered electrons is so peaked in the forward
direction that experiments do not have enough energy and
angular resolution to distinguish elastic and rotational
processes. Consequently, experimental measurements of
pure rotational CS for polar molecules are extremely
scarce, see review on rotational excitations by Itikawa and
Mason [33]. In the low energy region the rotational CS can
be estimated in Born approximation treating the molecule
as the rigid rotating dipole. In this case the differential and
integral cross-sections are given by the following formulas
(in atomic units) [23,34,35]:














|k − k′|δj,j±1 (4)














where k and k′ are the incident and scattered electron
momenta and q2 = k2 + k′2 − 2kk′ cos θ is the momen-
tum transfer squared. Here γ = (j>) (2j + 1)
−1 is for
linear molecules (e.g. all diatomic, HCN, OCS) or γ =(
j> − K2
)
[(2j + 1) j>]
−1
δK,K is for symmetric top mole-
cules (e.g. NH3, CH3Cl) with j> denoting the larger of ini-
tial and final j values. Quantum number K represents the
projection of total angular momentum on the molecular
symmetry axis, K = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j, for symmetric top
molecules. Note that for the latter group the dipole inter-
action is insensitive to the rotation around symmetry axis
(ΔK = 0). In the limit of high moment of inertia equa-
tions (3) and (5) are reduced to equations (1) and (2), re-
spectively, while σrotICS becomes divergent. Itikawa [36] de-
rived also general formulas for asymmetric-top molecules
(e.g. H2O) in the Born approximation. In particular case
of pure dipole interaction for 000 → 111 transition the ex-
pressions of Itikawa [36] are reduced to same equations as
for linear molecules.
In the first approach, all these relations can be used
to quickly predict pure rotational CS at low energies. In
Fig. 3. Differential cross-sections for electron impact excita-
tion of J = 0 → J = 1 rotational transition in hydrochlo-
ric acid, HCl (D = 1.1086 D [18]). The Born-dipole model is
compared with beam experimental data of Rädle et al. [37]
for electron energies 0.5 eV, 1 eV and 2 eV and Gote and
Ehrhardt [38] for 5 eV. The shaded areas represent the error
bars for the Born cross-sections when 10% uncertainties are
assumed on the molecular dipole moments.
Figure 3 we show the comparison of Born-dipole model
(Eq. (3)) with experimental DCS [37,38] for J = 0 →
J = 1 transition in HCl measured in crossed-beam ex-
periments at energies below 5 eV. The energy loss of
ΔE = 2.59 meV [33] and the dipole moment D = 1.1086
D [18] was used in equation (3). Moreover the uncertainty
of 10% was assumed on D and the corresponding error
bars are given by the shaded areas. Note that errors could
be even larger if the uncertainties in energy threshold de-
termination would be taken into account. Nevertheless
these uncertainties do not affect a good agreement be-
tween the Born model and experiments. This is an en-
couraging result, in particular if we take into account the
fact that the experimental data were obtained through a
complicated numerical analysis of the broadening effect of
elastic peak in electron energy loss spectrum.
So the Born dipole model has a potential to describe
low-energy rotational cross-sections for some particular
polar targets. Nevertheless, more extensive study is nec-
essary since advanced calculations by Faure et al. [39] and
Curik et al. [40] (both for H2O) show that the Born-dipole
approximation overestimates integral CS, though it pre-
serves quite well the shape of energy dependence.
4 Vibrational excitations
Born approximation was proposed already in 60s and
70s for non-resonant (direct) vibrational excitation near
thresholds. The differential and integral cross-sections of
the vibrational transition from initial to final modes ν →
ν′ are given by [41,42]








σvibICS(ν → ν′) =
8π
3k2
|〈ν′|D |ν〉|2 log k + k
′
|k − k′| . (7)
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Here 〈ν′|D |ν〉 denotes the effective transition dipole ma-
trix element (TDM). For optically active modes this quan-
tity can be determined from infrared absorption measure-
ments [43]. Note that both rotational (Eqs. (3) and (4))
and vibrational (Eqs. (6) and (7)) cross-sections formu-
lated within the Born-dipole approximation have the same
angular and energy dependencies. At that time of formu-
lation of the Born model no experimental data were avail-
able to verify its validity. Recently it was shown [44] that
in non-polar molecule of CF4 the Born-dipole approach
could be used to describe both electron and positron in-
tegral cross-sections for excitation of asymmetric stretch-
ing mode. Previously [45] we noticed that this mode is so
strong that it hides the Ramsauer minimum in the total
cross sections. Surko et al. [44] suggested that there is a
very effective charge-transfer between C and F atoms as-
sociated with asymmetric stretching. This effect results in
the strong dipole transition amplitude. Consequently, the
long-range coupling of transition dipole with incident elec-
tron is enough strong to make Born-approximation valid.
On the other hand the short-range effects that are not
described by the Born-approximation may significantly
affect electron interaction with molecules characterized
by much lower transition dipole moments [44]. For ex-
ample, in reference [8] we showed that the near thresh-
old vibrational cross-sections for CH4 in the region of
Ramsauer-Townsend minimum cannot be described by the
Born cross-sections. The latter mode is characterized by
much lower TDM [43] than the corresponding oscillations
in CF4.
In Figure 4 we compare the Born-dipole model with
the experimentally derived integral vibrational CS for the
strongest optically active modes in CHF3 and H2O. The
first molecule has the TDM comparable (though lower)
with stretching mode in CF4, while the second molecule
is characterized by very low TDM. Matrix elements were
derived from IR absorption data reported by Bishop and
Cheung [43]. We assumed 10% uncertainty on the latter
quantity.
In more details, Figure 4a shows a comparison of
swarm unfolded CS of nearly degenerate ν25 modes
(s stretch + d stretch with the thresholds around
14 meV [46]) of CHF3 with the sum of these two modes
calculated using the Born-dipole model. Only the most
recent data by Kawaguchi et al. [32] are in good agree-
ment with Born approximation at the near threshold re-
gion. The other two considered datasets, Kushner and
Zhang [30] and Bordage and Segur [31], differ in mag-
nitudes not only with the Born-dipole but also between
themselves. Moreover both authors disagree on the matter
which vibrational modes contribute the most effectively to
the scattering process. This clearly reflects the ambiguity
of swarm analysis.
In Figure 4b we show the comparison of the Born-
dipole model with cross-sections for the two fundamental
modes in water recommended by Itikawa and Mason [47].
The later data were constructed taking into account both
beam and swarm experiments. The Born-dipole model un-
derestimates experimental results what could be explained
Fig. 4. Energy dependence of integral cross sections for elec-
tron impact excitation of (a) ν25 vibrational mode of CHF3 and
(b) 100 → 001 and 010 vibrational modes of H2O. The Born-
dipole model is compared with swarm-derived data by Bordage
and Segur [31], Kawaguchi et al. [32], Kushner and Zhang [30]
and recommended cross-sections by Itikawa and Mason [47].
The shaded areas (very small for water) represent the error
bars for the Born cross-sections when 10% uncertainties are
assumed on the transition dipole moments.
by the fact that TDM of H2O is probably not strong
enough to make long-range forces dominant over the short-
range effects. This observation follows the hypothesis of
reference [44] that strength of TDM decides about appli-
cability of the Born-dipole model. Nevertheless a similar
but broader systematic study (including more molecules)
is necessary to confirm or reject this simple assumption.
5 Ionization
A simple, semiempirical method to calculate ionization
cross sections for atoms have been developed by Kim and
Rudd [48]. It is based on the assumption of “billiard-ball-
like collision between two free electrons” [48]. In more de-
tails, this model combines a modified form of the Mott
cross sections [49] (that describes the Coulomb interaction
between two free electrons) with the dipole-interaction
term of the plane-wave Born approximation [50] (that
characterize the interaction between free and bound elec-
trons at high collision energies). The model is known
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Fig. 5. (a) Molecular orbitals of C2H2 calculated using wB97XD/aug-cc-pVTZ basis set in the Gaussian09 code [55]. The
derived binding (B) and kinetic (U) energies of electrons at each orbitals are also given. (b) Partial ionization cross-sections for
the production of C2H
+ ion versus the energy of incident electron. The solid line represents the BEB model (wB97XD/aug-cc-
pVTZ) considering only the ionization from 3σg orbital in the sum of equation (8). The dashed line represents the BEB model
(MP2/avtz/wB97XD) from reference [56]. The experimental data are from: King and Price [54], Tian and Vidal [58] and Feil
et al. [59]. The unnormalized data of King and Price [54] were normalized to partial cross-sections for C2H
+
2 ion reported by
Tian and Vidal [58]. The shaded area represents the error bars for BEB results [56] when 10% uncertainties are assumed on the
binding and kinetic energies in equation (8).
as the binary-encounter Bethe (BEB) model. Total ion-
ization cross section in this model, at a given collision en-
ergy E, depends solely on the binding energy of the given
nth target’s electron (i.e. its ionization energy Bn) and
its kinetic energy Un in the occupied orbital. It is com-
mon to normalize both E and Un to the ionization en-
ergy: t = E/Bn and un = Un/Bn. Total ionization cross

























where n goes through target subshells, ξn is the number of
electrons on the nth subshell, R is the Rydberg constant
and a0 is the Bohr radius.
It was shown already by Kim and collaborators that
BEB model applies to total ionization cross sections in
atoms and simple molecules [51]. However, it seemed that
BEB approximation [51] underestimated experimental
values for molecules like CH4, NH3, and SO2. We dis-
cussed in detail for CH4 [6] that the reason for this dis-
crepancy for molecules lies rather on the side of experi-
mental techniques. Some old experiments measured gross
total ionization cross sections from the total current of
ions reaching collector. In that method, doubly charged
ions (dications) were counted as two ions. Newer experi-
ments make distinction between masses of ions, so doubly
charged ions are counted correctly. However, in case of
molecules, doubly charged ions are usually unstable and
decay quickly into some fragments ions. Even if masses
of ions are separated, the measured cross section is over-
estimated. Only recently, experiments [52] using a coinci-
dence technique allow to spot two ions coming from the
same ionization event. Using such data [52] in CH4 we
were able to detract a signal from spurious counts, and
show that the BEB cross section agrees with the counting
total ionization cross section within 10% uncertainty that
can be attributed also to experiment [53].
What is surprising is the fact that BEB applies to to-
tal ionization cross sections in a number of molecules and
radicals, but it remains unknown how it is related to par-
tial ionization cross section. Intuitively, if cross sections
summed over orbitals in equation (8) agree with the ex-
perimental total ionization, one could expect that also par-
tial cross sections can be predicted: assuming that kicking
off an electron from an orbital breaks bonding, the specific
fragment ions should dominate from such an event. We are
not aware of such comparisons. The difficulty relies both
in determining orbitals and in all possible, post-collisional
dynamics of the ionized molecules, see for example [54].
Say, in CH4 according to the valence orbital theory
dating to Linus Pauling, the molecular orbitals should
be formed by overlapping hybridized sp3 carbon electrons
with hydrogen electrons. But from molecular orbital the-
ory, bonding in CH4 comes from the unhybridized 2s and
2p orbital of carbon atoms overlapping with H electrons.
This gives two distinct orbitals 1t2 and 2a1 and in conse-
quence two ionization energies (14.1 and 27.5 eV, see [53]
for details of calculation). These two values hardly cor-
relate to experimentally observed appearance energies for
fragment ions (12.6 eV for CH+4 and CH
+
3 , 16.2 eV for
CH+2 , 21.1 eV for H
+, 22.0 eV for C+, 22.2 eV for CH+
and 22.3 eV for H+2 ).
In C2H2 four molecular orbitals are involved in forming
the molecule, with ionization energies 10.37 eV for 1πu
orbital (4 electrons), 15.98 eV for 3σg, 17.98 eV for 2σu,
and 23.30 eV for 2σg orbital, see Figure 5a. These values
for ionization potentials (and kinetic energies of electrons
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on given orbitals) were obtained using the wB97XD/aug-
cc-pVTZ orbital basis set in the Gaussian09 code, see [55].
As reviewed by King and Price [54], the experimen-
tal appearance threshold for forming single charges ions
in C2H2 are 11.40 eV for the parent C2H+2 ; for all possi-
ble fragment ions these thresholds concentrate in a nar-
row energy range (within 3 eV) and amount to 17.35 eV
for C2H+, 18.44 eV for C+2 , 18.83 eV or H
+, 19.74 eV
for CH+2 , 20.83 eV for CH
+ and 21.16 for C+. Note
that from pure thermochemical point of view (the bond
strength) the difference between C2H+ and C+2 thresh-
olds should be as much as 5.3 eV [57] (compared to 1.1 eV
from ionization experiments). Clearly, some additional en-
ergy/process lowers these thresholds. It hardly can come
from molecular vibrations since the zero-point vibrational
energy correction in C2H2 is as little as 0.7 eV.
Having in mind all limitations, in Figure 5b we show,
as a simple trial attribution of BEB cross sections for ion-
ization from a given orbital (3σg) to experimental partial
cross sections for the production of C2H+ ion. Obviously,
such attribution is just for sake of comparison since the
agreement maybe fortuitous. More precise works, in par-
ticular for molecules with lower symmetries (i.e. with dis-
tinguishable ions from given orbitals, say CHF2Cl, or so)
would be needed. Moreover the choice of the correct ba-
sis set used in quantum mechanical calculations is also
very critical since it determines the values of ionization
energies (B) of outer orbitals. The latter quantities have
a great effect on the BEB results. This is shown by the
dashed line in Figure 5b representing another BEB calcu-
lations [56] using different molecular basis set. The latter
data are given with error bars (a shaded area) that were
obtained assuming 10% uncertainties on both, the ion-
ization energy (B) and the kinetic energy of the electron
(U) in the occupied orbital. This demonstrates clearly the
great sensitivity of BEB on the choice of molecular basis.
In Figure 6 we perform another semi-empirical check,
proposed in [53] for the series CH4, CH3F, CH2F2, CH3F,
and CF4. It was observed, that maximum of total ioniza-
tion cross sections is equal, within experimental uncertain-
ties, to 4/3 of the average static dipole polarizability α of
the molecule. In Figure 6 we extend this comparison to
more molecules. We use recommended cross sections from
the review by Lindsay and Mangan [60] (only F2 has been
excluded, as experiment had poor reliability) and dipole
polarizabilities from CRC Handbook (for some molecules,
where more than one α value is given in [18], more points
with the same value of maximum ionization cross sections
are presented). One see from Figure 6, that again, within
experimental uncertainties the correlation: σionmax = (4/3)α
holds (with σionmax in 10
−20 m2 and α in 10−30 m3).
6 Total cross-sections
The measurements of TCS are very important because this
quantity is measured in the absolute way and it serves as
an indicator for amplitudes of partial processes that are
essential in plasma modeling. Measurements of TCS are
mainly based on the electron transmission method. In this
Fig. 6. Maximum of ionization cross-sections versus dipole po-
larizability for different molecules. The solid line is (4/3)α. The
ionization CS is taken from Landolt-Börnstein database [60],
while polarizabilites are from CRC Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics [18].
type of experiments the cross-sections are derived through
the comparison of electron current after and before the
scattering cell containing the gas under study. The main
drawback of such procedure is the angular resolution er-
ror describing the inability to resolve forward scattering
from the incident beam. It leads to significant underes-
timation of TCSs, particularly at low energies for polar
molecules. To illustrate this effect in Figure 7 we compare
the most recent integrated experimental DCS (shown in
Fig. 1, from Refs. [16,19]) for H2O and CH3Cl with ex-
perimental TCS. To integrate experimental DCS, which
are measured in limited angular range, we used the pro-
cedure of extrapolation to 0◦ and 180◦ described in ref-
erence [21]. This procedure includes the Born-dipole cor-
rection at low scattering angles where long-range dipolar
interaction dominates. Since the elastic Born-dipole DCS
(Eq. (1)) is divergent at θ = 0◦, to avoid this singularity
we use the rotational Born-dipole DCS for 0 → 1 transi-
tion (Eq. (3)) to approximate elastic process. Note that
for a given energy, equation (3) (0 → 1) is characterized
by the same angular dependence as equation (1) and very
similar magnitude when k ≈ k′. Hence, assuming a very
small energy loss in numerical calculations we can avoid
the problem of near-zero divergence at the expense of some
error around θ = 0◦. For both considered molecules, H2O
and CH3Cl, the inelasticity of 5 meV was assumed which is
small when compared to the energies at which DCS were
measured. The values of integrated cross-sections (ICS)
depend on the assumed inelasticity. Assuming a larger en-
ergy loss would produce a smaller ICS; with 10 meV in-
elasticity, for example, the ICS would be reduced by 10%
at 1 eV and by 1% at 20 eV for H2O. To evaluate the cor-
rectness of our extrapolation and integration procedures,
in Figure 7 we present also the estimated TCS obtained
by summing the integrated DCS and ionization CS [60].
The agreement with experimental data at high energies
(where measurements are generally reliable) is very good
validating our approach.
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Fig. 7. Total scattering cross-sections (TCS) versus elec-
tron energy for (a) water vapour, H2O and (b) chloromethane,
CH3Cl. The integrated experimental differential cross-sections
(DCS) [16,19] including the Born-dipole corrections are com-
pared with experimental data by Szmytkowski et al. [61,62],
Kimura et al. [63] and Jones et al. [64]. The estimated
TCS (≈integrated DCS + ionization [60]) is also shown for
comparison.
It is clear from Figure 7 that old measurements of
Szmytkowski et al. [61,62] are probably underestimated
at low energies due to the angular resolution error. The
TCSs of Szmytkowski are equal to 56% and 65% of in-
tegrated DCS at 1 eV for H2O and CH3Cl, respectively.
On the other hand TCS by Kimura et al. [63] for water
and Jones et al. [64] for chloromethane are in much better
agreement with integrated DCS since these authors de-
veloped procedures to correct directly measured data due
to incomplete discrimination of forward scattering elec-
trons. Many theoretical calculations [16,19,65,66] confirm
the necessity of inclusion of the Born-dipole correction in
processing of experimental data for polar molecules.
7 Conclusions
In the present study we analyzed briefly the applicabil-
ity of the Born-dipole models for a description of elas-
tic, rotational, vibrational and ionization cross-sections for
electron collisions with polar molecules. In particular we
showed that the most recent crossed-beam experiments
indicate that elastic differential cross-sections (DCS) mea-
sured for many molecular targets can be potentially de-
scribed by a simple Born-formula at low electron energies
(∼E < 1 eV) in much wider angular range than a narrow
near-zero degrees region. Of course a more quantitative
study is necessary in order to estimate the Born approx-
imation validity conditions (energy and angular ranges,
magnitude of dipole moment). This requires crossed beam
experiments carried out at lower energies than currently
available.
The comparison of Born-dipole model with swarm-
derived momentum transfer cross-sections (MTCS) for po-
lar molecules shows that the latter varies with energy as
1/E for ∼E < 1 eV. This observation confirms the results
of old studies by Christophorou et al. [4,24]. We noticed
however that this conclusion is valid when we take into
account MTCS containing the contribution of both elas-
tic and rotational scattering. On the other hand when one
separate both channels, the pure elastic MTCS is no longer
described by the Born-formula if the rotational excitations
are important.
Due to the scarcity of experimental results for ro-
tational excitations, the Born-dipole model still remains
the first choice for the estimation of corresponding cross-
sections. Interestingly, the available experimental results
at low impact energies are consistent with the Born model,
though the more advances calculations generally disagree
with this model on the magnitude of cross-sections.
Preliminary study shows that the Born-dipole model
could be applicable for a description of near-threshold
direct vibrational excitations of certain optically active
modes characterized by sizeable transition electric dipole
moments, such as stretching vibrations in CF4 and CHF3.
On the other hand, the Born-dipole model seems to under-
estimate the vibrational cross-sections for the molecules
with relatively small transition strength, such as H2O.
The Born-dipole approximation was also successfully
applied for electron impact ionization of atoms and
molecules within the binary encounter Bethe (BEB)
model. This approach describes very well the total ion-
ization cross-section for a large number of atoms and
molecules. In this work we propose to use this model
as auxiliary tool in the investigation of partial ionization
cross-section for a production of specific ions. More stud-
ies are needed to evaluate the applicability of BEB for this
purpose. This in turn, in combination with total and elas-
tic cross sections can allow to delineate some partitioning
schemes, like those in noble gases [67].
In addition we showed that simple linear formula de-
scribing the relation between the maximum of total ion-
ization cross-section with the average static dipole po-
larizability can be applied to a broad set of different
molecules, not only fluoromethanes as proved previously
in reference [53].
Finally, the combination of recent experimental and
theoretical results of total scattering cross-sections (TCS)
for polar molecules shows that the angular resolution er-
ror in attenuation-type experiments can lead to the sig-
nificant underestimation (even by a factor of few folds)
of measured data at low energies. This indicates that ma-
jority of experiments carried out with polar molecules over
the last half a century must be revised at low energies.
Novel experimental methods have to be developed to di-
minish this error.
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